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SWISS GOVERNMENT RECEIVES PILATUS PC-24 AND NOW FLIES 
IN TYPICALLY SWISS STYLE 

The Swiss government officially took delivery of the Pilatus PC-24 ordered in 

2014 on 18 February 2019. The brand-new PC-24 Super Versatile Jet replaces 

a business jet supplied by a North American manufacturer and previously used 

for government flights. 

 

Ueli Maurer, President of the Swiss Confederation, took delivery of the PC-24 at 

a simple handover ceremony held in Berne. The Swiss Air Force will operate the 

aircraft for the Swiss government. The government jet sports a modern, white -

grey livery with striking Swiss cross on the tail fin plus the words “Swiss Air 

Force”. The aircraft serial number is 121, indicating that it is the 21st PC-24 to 

come off the production line. The military registration is T-786. 

 

“I’m delighted the Swiss government opted for a Swiss product, and will travel 

aboard the PC-24 – the new ‘Swiss Air Force One’ – in the future! This choice 

sends a very important signal for our brand-new business jet. I’m confident that 

other governments will adopt the PC-24 once they see the unrivalled 

opportunities and flexibility which it offers”, commented Pilatus Chairman  

Oscar J. Schwenk. 

 

Cost-effective and versatile 

The generous cabin with flat floor offers sufficient space for eight passengers 

plus crew and luggage. In addition to the spacious cabin and speed, government 

passengers will also enjoy other benefits such as the large cargo door fitted as 

standard and the jet’s ability to use very short runways. In other words, the 

Swiss Federal Councillors can now fly closer to their final destination, thereby 

saving precious time.  
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The aircraft will be used primarily for travel within Europe. The PC-24 has a 

range of 2,000 nautical miles (3,704 kilometres) and flies at a speed of  

440 knots (815 kilometres per hour). The PC-24 is much less expensive to 

operate than jets of similar cabin size.  

 

Pilatus is proud and thanks the Swiss government for its confidence in the 

brand-new Swiss business jet by Pilatus. The management and all employees 

are delighted that from now on, the government will fly in typical Swiss style: 

with the Pilatus PC-24.  

 

Photos of the government jet are available to download, free of charge, at 

www.pilatus-aircraft.com/photos. 

 

Further media information is available from: 

 

 

www.pilatus-aircraft.com 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Founded in 1939, Pilatus Aircraft Ltd is the only Swiss company to develop, produce and sell 

aircraft to customers around the world: from the legendary Pilatus Porter PC-6 to the best-

selling single-engine turboprop in its class, the PC-12, and the PC-21, the training system of 

the future. The latest aircraft is the PC-24 – the world’s first ever business jet for use on 

short unprepared runways. Domiciled in Stans, the company is certified to ISO 14001 in 

recognition of its efforts for the environment. The Pilatus Group includes two independent 

subsidiaries in Broomfield (Colorado, USA) and Adelaide (Australia). With over 2,000 

employees at its headquarters, Pilatus is one of the largest employers in Central Switzerland. 

Pilatus provides training for about 130 apprentices in 13 different professions – job training 

for young people has always been a very high priority at Pilatus. 

 

 

Oscar J. Schwenk, Chairman 

Pilatus Aircraft Ltd, Stans, Switzerland 

Phone: +41 41 619 62 05 

E-Mail: oscar.schwenk@pilatus-aircraft.com 
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